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Social media can affect your business in many ways: as a platform for conversation with your audience; as 
a means of sharing your story; to drive further excitement and awareness about your brand and as a lead 
and sales generator for your organization.

According to eMarketer, 49% of B2B marketers cite social media marketing as the most difficult lead 
generation tactic to execute. Once you’ve established the right approach, lead generation with social 
media is extremely effective due to the large audiences websites like Facebook and Twitter deliver. Add 
to that the ability to target this vast audience based on unique interests and preferences—and perhaps 
develop a partnership with a social advertising vendor—and you have a real lead gen juggernaut. But 
only if you execute the right way.

Although B2C businesses often see more success generating leads on social media than their B2B 
counterparts, both typically approach social advertising without enough information on how to conduct a 
campaign successfully and without ample time to prove they’ve achieved the results they were looking 
for, Smith added.

Generating leads on social media with Facebook and Twitter is a powerful way to create demand 
for your organization; it just takes the right approach, resources, expectations and the right social 
advertising partner to help your brand achieve its goals in a timely manner.

How to Generate Leads with Facebook

Host Facebook contests
Hosting promotions is one of the most common ways of driving interactions with consumers on social 
media because you’re incentivizing them to join in on a conversation with your business. Contests, 
giveaways and sweepstakes on Facebook allow your organization to drive engagement with your fans to 
increase conversations around your brand, grow your base and generate leads. 

It’s extremely important that the promotion and the prizes for winners are relevant to your company’s 
offerings or it could diminish the quality of your participants and potential leads. Make sure that the 
promotions resonate with what your brand stands for, while also offering a prize that is of interest to your 
customer base. 

Many companies in recent years have given away iPads as contest prizes, even if they have nothing 
to do with the brands and their offerings. That can create a flow of unqualified leads signing up for the 
promotion simply to win the prizes without any interest in the business. 

“A lot of advertisers stumble out of the gates by using the same approach 
they do across other channels, not having a more social-first approach.” 

-Gareth Smith, director of ad operations at AdParlor
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To avoid this issue, focus on how the promotion is run and how the prizes offered are related to your 
company and its Facebook audience.

To generate leads from your promotion on Facebook, require participants sign-up with their email to gather 
more subscribers for your list. When requiring an email address from the Facebook audience, include an 
opt-in form near the field where they enter their email to allow them to decide to opt-in to future mailings 
from your business. 

The contest form lives on an app tab on your page, which at times requires the use of a third party tool to 
help set up, manage and optimize like, Shortstack, Tabfoundry, Offerpop or Woobox. This way, the leads 
generated and added to your email list are genuinely interested in signing up for your messaging, not simply 
entering for a chance to win the prize before quickly unsubscribing once they’ve been added to your list.

Use an Email sign-up form
At times, generating leads for your organization can 
be as simple as including an email sign-up form 
on your Facebook page as an app tab, making it 
extremely simple for a Facebook user to subscribe. 
This isn’t going to be a major driver of leads from 
your Facebook page, but will act as one of the many 
locations on the web where proactive customers can 
easily subscribe to your messaging.

Include an incentive to Facebook users who 
subscribe to your email list, whether that’s a promo 
code for 10% off, a free eBook, a free sample or 
another appealing offer. Advertise this incentive on 
the email sign-up form or occasionally share a link to it on your page, informing your Facebook fans of 
the existence of the form and their ability to sign up and take advantage of the offer.
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Share links to gated content
Just like posting links to your email sign-up form on Facebook to convert fans into subscribers, share 
links to gated content from your website to generate more leads for your business. If your organization 
has created premium content like white papers, videos, eBooks, templates, guides and other forms of 
long-form content, it’s important to offer these resources to your Facebook audience in return for their 
email addresses. 

For example, the phone company, Grasshopper, 
shared a link to its recent guide on business 
equity with its Facebook audience in an effort 
to generate leads. Grasshopper didn’t require 
users to provide their email addresses to view 
the content; instead, the company required email 
addresses if they wanted to download the PDF 
version of the guide. Share different types of 
premium content with your Facebook audience to 
experiment and understand what drives the most 
quality leads from your efforts.

When promoting premium content, use Facebook 
ads to further boost the distribution of your content 
to audiences outside your Facebook fan base. 
With the relatively new addition of the call-to-action 
buttons on Facebook ads, it’s even easier to drive 
leads from this content directly from the News Feed 
since a user knows exactly what action to take with 
this content. These call-to-action buttons eliminate 
any surprises for Facebook users, since they 
know what to expect when clicking the button on 
your ads.

Use advanced targeting features when using 
Facebook ads to find audiences similar to your 
existing fan or customer base, recent visitors to 
your website, or current customers and users who 
are most likely to convert from this ad featuring 
your premium content. Experiment with different 
variations of creative and ad copy to see which ad groups work best with your Facebook audiences, 
specifically as it relates to increasing the quantity of leads while maintaining the quality of those leads.
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Promote event and webinar forms
Holding events and webinars is a highly effective way of 
generating leads since your organization is able to gather 
the email addresses of all attendees. Use Facebook to 
drive even more traffic to your landing pages for these 
events to generate more sign-ups.

As soon as your team has created a landing page for 
your event or webinar (or used a tool like Eventbrite), 
it’s time to begin creating Facebook posts about it. Post 
content from your Facebook page a few times leading 
up to the event and an hour or two beforehand as one 
last reminder that it’s happening. 

To encourage additional sign-ups to your event, create 
a Facebook ad campaign to help further promote it 
by targeting a lookalike audience. This is a technique 
to help your business reach Facebook users who are similar to your existing customer base. The 
suggestions are based on a list of customers you provide to Facebook, which helps expand your 
event’s reach to a new audience not yet familiar with your business and its offerings.

Run Facebook ad campaigns
Create Facebook ad campaigns around your existing promotions to help get leads from the right 
audience on a larger scale. With any campaign, start by identifying your audience and decide how 
to best target it, or similar audiences active on Facebook. This may be the time to decide if your 
organization needs to take the scale of your campaign to the next level, which could require a 
partnership with a social advertising partner to deal with the complex data, your targeting needs and 
the number of audience segments you’re trying to reach. 

Facebook’s access to first- and third-party user data is a tremendous advantage the platform has for 
advertisers over other publishers, Smith added.

Facebook ads offer a wide variety of targeting options, depending on the specific audience you’re trying 
to reach. It’s all based on location, gender, age, likes and interests, relationship status, workplace and 
education level. From here, target your existing customer base, recent visitors to your website, a Custom 
Audience, your existing Facebook fan base that shares the demographics of your ideal audience, or 
friends of those fans. The audience you’re targeting is likely to be segmented into a few different groups, 

“Every advertiser has the opportunity to tell Facebook who their customers or users 
are, and then go find more people like them.”
 -Gareth Smith, AdParlor
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which is important to understand since your messaging must be unique to each demographic you’re 
trying to reach.

Once you’ve set-up the proper targeting for your various audience segments, it’s time to develop 
creative to match the interests of each segment. This requires extensive testing to better understand 
which creative, ad copy and calls-to-action are working to drive leads from your Facebook ads. Test 
different groups of ads with your Facebook audience to see which is performing better and then modify 
accordingly. Experimenting to see which creative works best is an ongoing process that’s never fully 
complete.

To coordinate the entire lead generation process with Facebook ads, it’s important to sync your landing 
pages on your website or mobile app. Each landing page should tie together with the creative and 
messaging of the related Facebook ad. One cohesive experience from the ad to your website or mobile 
app will increase the likelihood of a conversion. 

When coordinating a similar aesthetic and calls-to-action of your landing pages, also be sure that your 
website is mobile-friendly to prepare for traffic sent from Facebook mobile users. Either create that 
mobile-friendly version of your existing site or create a mobile app to help handle the traffic. There’s 
nothing more frustrating for a Facebook user than to click on an ad, then reach a website only to find 
that it isn’t optimized for mobile. As a majority of Facebook’s earnings from advertising continue come 
from mobile as opposed to desktop, it’s a clear sign of where advertisers are having the most success 
reaching their audience online.

How to Generate Leads with Twitter

Host Twitter-specific giveaways, contests and sweepstakes
According to Social Media Today, B2B marketers 
who use Twitter generate, on average, twice as 
many leads as those who don’t. Twitter offers a 
variety of opportunities for a business looking to 
generate leads from its user base, requiring an 
understanding of how to approach an audience and 
make use of the platform’s unique feature sets.

Similar to hosting a promotion on Facebook, a 
contest on Twitter can help activate your audience 
and give your business an opportunity to collect 
email addresses. Since the Twitter platform isn’t as 
extensive as Facebook, this requires the use of a 
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third-party tool to host the promotion. Most of the tools we referenced in the Facebook section of this 
eBook also work on Twitter.

Use one of these platforms to generate a landing page inline with the rest of your campaign, to include 
relevant copy, a call-to-action, official rules and to encourage additional email sign-ups to enter.

Create a Twitter ad to promote the contest, which is an excellent way of reaching a customer base with 
your promotion outside your existing Twitter following. Target your promoted tweets to reach your ideal 
demographic to help increase the quantity of email leads.

Tweet links to gated content
If your brand is creating and distributing premium content like eBooks, guides, infographics, videos 
and other resources with the purpose of generating leads, Twitter—like Facebook—can help increase 
visibility and drive users to your content. 

Regularly tweet links to content requiring an email sign-up by creating different calls-to-action, using 
media-rich content like videos or photos in your tweets and by including the Twitter handle to the 
author of the resource. The addition of these elements helps to drive more interactions with your 
content on Twitter and more referral traffic from the network, which can help generate more visibility 
and increase leads.

When tweeting links to premium content, ensure that your landing pages are properly optimized to give your 
Twitter followers one cohesive experience from your tweet to the point of conversion. There are a number 
of free tools, including Unbounce and Optimizely, to help you set up your landing pages and even create 
small A/B tests within those pages. As seen above in a Twitter example from HubSpot, sharing a tweet that 
includes similar imagery, a link with proper tracking code, related copy and a relevant call-to-action to the 
landing page are important ways of driving a user to conversion from Twitter.
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Tweet links to events and webinar forms
Similar to the idea of driving event registration with 
Facebook, use Twitter to regularly remind your 
audience of your upcoming event and where they 
can sign-up to participate if they are interested. 
Due to Twitter being a much more immediate 
social network with shorter user attention spans, 
it’s important to tweet links and information more 
frequently than you’d share updates on Facebook.

Create a custom hashtag for each event, or use 
the same one each time your organization holds 
a similar event. The consistent use of a hashtag 
can help your organization brand itself on Twitter, 
alerting users on what to expect from certain tweets including a particular hashtag. To help increase 
the leads generated from these event-related tweets, include photos or videos, a list of event 
participants—with their Twitter handles—the time and date of the event and a link to it to help drive 
more traffic to your landing page.

Strategize with Twitter lead generation cards 
According to AdParlor’s Gareth Smith, from a targeting perspective, Twitter and Facebook 
advertising are quite similar, but the creative approach to each platform is the major differentiator 
between ad campaigns.

Twitter doesn’t have as much first-party data as Facebook, nevertheless, it’s all about creating an 
environment where your company’s value is being transmitted successfully, Smith said.

Start by creating a conversion funnel using Twitter advertising, using the lead generation Twitter cards to 
regularly collect leads from your followers and other relevant Twitter users. Relatively new, Twitter cards 
appear below a tweet when a user clicks the expand button to reveal a one-click sign up form. In fact, it 
already has the user’s Twitter handle and email address pre-filled within the card to simplify the process, 
making it much easier to persuade them to sign-up to receive your premium content, attend your event, 
or subscribe to your email list. 

A Twitter lead generation card includes a card image, a short description of the offer and a call-to-action button 
at the bottom of the card that you can specify, depending on your campaign.

“Twitter is more about the conversations. It’s more contextually relevant 
conversations you’re trying to be inserted into,” Smith said.
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Since this process is particularly easy for users to 
complete, there’s a stronger likelihood you’ll generate 
more leads, but perhaps with less quality. As a result, 
it’s important to have a lead nurturing process in place 
to support your Twitter campaigns and ensure lead 
quality control.

To best optimize a Twitter card to generate leads, 
craft a concise, direct and informative tweet related 
to your offer. Or you can incentive to catch a user’s 
attention in the feed and quickly guide them towards 
the specific action you’re looking for them to take.

Next, choose a high-quality, compelling image 
to feature in the card; it also needs to provide a 
thorough understanding of the specific offer. In 
the example to the right, DropWines included an 
image of its best-selling products in high resolution 
to give a Twitter user a quick understanding of 
what this offer entails. Again, the point of the 
image is to help your offer stand out in the feed.

Decide on an incentive and make use of your lead gen card. In the example above, DropWines uses a 
36% discount to persuade Twitter users to take action and subscribe to the company’s email list. Model 
some of your campaigns with Twitter cards after this approach, altering your offer based on the preferences 
of your target audience.

Choose a strong call-to-action that matches the tweet, the image, and the offer you’re providing in each 
individual card. The call-to-action is the most important aspect of the Twitter card, which is why it’s 
important to experiment with different variations of the same Twitter card ads to see what is working best.

Create a short description for your Twitter card that outlines the benefits of users sharing their email 
addresses and names. Keep the main focus of the description on what the user gets in return for providing 
that information, followed by a brief explanation of how this information will be used. If asking for a user’s 
email, explain that it won’t be used for spam or shared with any outside companies.

From the Twitter ads dashboard, make sure to review how your lead generation card will look on Twitter 
mobile and desktop to ensure the creative looks appropriate across devices.

Running a successful Twitter advertising campaign may require the assistance of a social advertising 
vendor to best handle the scale, complex data and timeline of your ad campaigns. In some cases, a 
partnership with a Twitter Marketing Platform Partner is required to make use of some of the unique 
features Twitter has to offer.
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How to Choose the Right Social Advertising Partner

One of the most important decisions your business will make is which social advertising partner to work with 
when it comes to effectively running—and scaling—your social ad campaigns on Facebook and Twitter.

A successful partner helps you:
• Stay updated on best advertising practices for each platform
• Ensure each campaign is optimized to drive the best results from your spend
• Scale your advertising effectively to match your budget, audience and targeting preferences
• Manage complex data across first- and third-party sources
• Maintain focus on generating a strong ROI to achieve your goals in a timely manner
• Measure successes and failures across campaigns to guide future initiatives

To better prepare for the process of choosing a partner with the proper toolkit to help manage your social 
advertising campaigns, take the following considerations into mind before making a decision and allocating 
a portion of your marketing budget.

Self-Serve vs. Fully Managed Services
From the beginning, it’s important to decide if your organization needs to use self-serve or fully managed 
services to successfully run your Twitter and Facebook advertising campaigns.

Fully Managed services are what your advertising partner provides both in the set of tools needed to 
properly scale your campaigns, as well the daily expertise to maintain your advertising. 

The option of fully managed services is outsourcing your social advertising to a trusted partner to help 
achieve your goals without having to deal with the day-to-day maintenance of your ads internally. 

For many businesses, this is an effective starting point for getting your social advertising off the ground, even 
if your team is lacking the required expertise when it comes to serving ads on both Facebook and Twitter.  

A self-serve advertising partner helps supply the right technology in the form of a set of tools to help your 
organization properly manage your campaigns internally. 

Bringing the management of your social advertising campaigns in-house can have its benefits as well, like 
greater control of your budget and retaining what you learn about your campaigns, which can be applied 
across your all of your marketing efforts.

A majority of businesses starting a relationship with a social advertising partner tend to begin with fully 
managed services.
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Organizations of all sizes find that starting with fully managed services, then moving to self-serve, is the 
best approach since they can learn about the unique tactics of advertising on each channel, see what 
it takes to run a successful campaign on these networks, and then begin to bring these processes and 
knowledge in-house to run themselves.

Costs of Both Approaches
When looking for the right social advertising partner, compare the cost of the various vendors on the 
market to understand which are best suited to your budget for Facebook and Twitter advertising.

Typically, vendors offering either self-serve or fully managed services for their clients operate on a 
percentage of media spend of their advertisers campaigns.

The percentage of spend is typically higher when a vendor fully manages the client’s social advertising, 
since the partner needs to cover its overhead costs, Smith added.

The Up Front Investment 
“Your organization needs to have the resources and expertise in order to fully commit to managing your 
campaigns on self-serve basis,” AdParlor’s Blake Smith suggested. 

Therefore, it’s important to understand where your organization stands when it comes to the resources you 
have available to manage your campaigns; for example, you need to consider staff, budget, time and more.

In addition to requiring ample resources to effectively manage your campaigns, it’s essential that your team 
have the right expertise to support ongoing advertising on Facebook and Twitter. 

If this expertise or your resources are lacking in some capacity, then a fully or partially managed social 
advertising vendor is the best solution for you.
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Partner’s Relationship with Facebook and Twitter
In order for a vendor to appropriately support your campaigns, it must 
be integrated with Facebook and Twitter in some capacity, either 
through the expertise or the technology it supplies to your company.

A vendor’s relationship with Facebook and Twitter can be as simple as 
tapping into each network’s API or as extensive as being a recognized 
partner by each social network. Both Facebook and Twitter work 
closely with a small group of partner companies recognized as either a 
Twitter Marketing Platform Partner or a Facebook Strategic Preferred 
Marketing Developer, or sPMD.

Customer Service Concerns
When reviewing vendors, survey the landscape of partners to find the best match for your level of 
expertise with Facebook and Twitter since this will help determine how much help you need in managing 
your campaigns. 

If your company has limited expertise, then it’s obvious that you’ll need to begin with a partner that 
offers fully managed services and work your way up. As your team begins to learn more about the 
nuances of running a Facebook or Twitter ad campaign, it can take on the responsibility of handling 
campaigns in-house. 

If you’ve got a strong understanding of the social advertising space, then a self-serve partner is likely a 
right fit for your business.

However, gaps in a company’s understanding of the social advertising landscape often lead to a hybrid 
solution in many cases, according to Van Winssen.

For example, your organization might require occasional customer service even if your team has 
platform expertise on Facebook or Twitter. Understand what customer service options a partner vendor 
has to offer, regardless if they are selling self-serve, fully managed services, or both.
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“If you want to really scale up your social spend efficiently, that’s when a 
Facebook sPMD and a Twitter MPP come into play. The main benefit of working 
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do it on your own to that level without help.”

-Paul Van Winssen, ad operations team at AdParlor
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Partner’s Existing Client Base
The vendor’s existing client base should always be a strong indication of the quality of work and its 
expertise across industries. Take a look at existing clients on the vendor’s site or ask for a list of clients and 
case studies, as well.

Take note of the types of companies the vendor works with, now or in the past, to help get a better 
understanding of size and vertical expertise.

The size of the clients will be a strong indication if they’ll be able to handle the scale of your social 
advertising campaigns. 

While the industries vendors worked with in the past will be an indication of expertise in a particular vertical, 
if the vendor has experience with clients across industries, it’s likely that it has enough expertise to help 
service any industry. 

This is also an opportunity to understand how long a vendor has been in business, which is often another 
strong indication of success and expertise.

Reporting Features
Measuring the success of your social advertising campaigns is 
another vital aspect of the relationship your organization will have 
with the chosen vendor. When reviewing the reporting functionality 
offered by a social advertising vendor, look for two distinct features. 

First, find out if the reporting functionality is easy to use and can 
measure your campaigns. The reporting aspect is too important 
to be a lengthy and difficult process every time your organization 
wants to run a report.

Second, analyze if the vendor’s reporting functionality integrates 
effectively with the social networks where your organization wants 
to run advertising. If you’re trying to place ads on both Facebook 
and Twitter, make sure to choose a vendor whose reporting 
integrates with both social networks’ APIs accordingly. 

When integrated effectively with one or both of these networks, 
an advertiser has the opportunity to run campaigns using newly 
released features like Twitter’s Tailored Audiences.
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Level of Automation
Depending on the vendor, certain features—like deciding upon the ad unit, choosing a bidding structure 
and scheduling ads for distribution—can be automated to allow an organization more time to focus on 
the success of campaigns.

The level of a vendor’s platform automation should directly match the needs of your company, depending 
on the resources, staff, expertise and your team’s capacity. 

It’s important to choose a vendor with at least some part of the ad management process automated, 
since the Facebook and Twitter ad ecosystems are already very complex and any simplification is 
beneficial for your organization’s long-term success with social advertising.

Robust Targeting
The targeting capabilities of both Facebook and Twitter as advertising platforms are probably their best 
features for advertisers to help reach the right people across devices.

When looking for a vendor to support your targeting objectives on Facebook and Twitter, analyze the 
potential partner’s variety of targeting options to match your needs.

For example, some vendors can even target users based on a weather trigger in a particular geographic 
location. Once you’ve reviewed these various targeting capabilities, ask for examples of how these features 
can help you, or find case studies on the vendor’s website.

The best case scenario when reviewing the value of certain targeting features is customizable options that 
suit the needs of any type of advertiser. 

Scale of Objectives and Data
As mentioned before, advertisers who want to achieve scale in a timely manner are best matched with a 
preferred partner of Facebook and/or Twitter. Regardless, it’s critical that any vendor you’re reviewing is 
equipped with the right technology and resources to handle the scale of your company’s objectives and 
data sets. To understand a vendor’s capabilities, ask for access to case studies to see the size of other 
campaigns that had similar goals, objectives or the volume of data you’re dealing with.

A properly equipped social advertising partner will help your organization achieve superior results 
in volume, pricing and user quality. Just remember to ask the right questions and compare what’s 
out there.
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Looking for help generating leads on Facebook and Twitter?

AdParlor, Adknowledge’s social media product, is a 
Twitter Marketing Platform Partner and a Facebook 
Strategic Preferred Marketing Developer (sPMD).

AdParlor is a leader in handling large Facebook 
campaigns and manages more than one billion 
impressions per day utilizing proprietary technologies. 
AdParlor creates customized Facebook campaigns for 
its partners, including dynamic ad creation and real-time 
bid optimization.

On Twitter, our clients can choose from a variety of ad formats to boost their follower base and the reach of 
their message.

AdParlor provides both fully and self-service platforms, providing advertising on a large scale for 
hundreds of clients including Groupon, L’Oréal, American Express, Coca-Cola, LG, OMD, Mindshare 
and Starcom.
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